The ability of metal nanoparticles to capture light through plasmon excitations offers an opportunity for enhancing the optical absorption of plasmon-coupled semiconductor materials via energy transfer. This process, however, requires that the semiconductor component is electrically insulated to prevent a "backward" charge flow into metal and interfacial states, which causes a premature dissociation of excitons. Here we demonstrate that such an energy exchange can be achieved on the nanoscale by using nonepitaxial Au/CdS core/shell nanocomposites. These materials are fabricated via a multistep cation exchange reaction, which decouples metal and semiconductor phases leading to fewer interfacial defects. Ultrafast transient absorption measurements confirm that the lifetime of excitons in the CdS shell (τ ≈ 300 ps) is much longer than lifetimes of excitons in conventional, reduction-grown Au/CdS heteronanostructures. As a result, the energy of metal nanoparticles can be efficiently utilized by the semiconductor component without undergoing significant nonradiative energy losses, an important property for catalytic or photovoltaic applications. The reduced rate of exciton dissociation in the CdS domain of Au/CdS nanocomposites was attributed to the nonepitaxial nature of Au/CdS interfaces associated with low defect density and a high potential barrier of the interstitial phase.
M etalÀsemiconductor (MÀS) heterostructures have long been of interest to fundamental sciences and device engineering applications due to the unique interaction of the two material phases through the formation of the spacecharge layer. 1 It was not until recently, however, that the growing ability to fabricate MÀS heterostructures on the nanoscale opened up new and far-reaching opportunities for the development of multifunctional composites with properties that cannot be obtained in the bulk phase. This stimulated a great deal of interest in the synthesis of MÀS nanostructures exhibiting quantum confinement of electrical charges. As a result, in just the past decade, the scientific community has witnessed the advent of novel MÀS nanocomposite architectures, including metal-core/semiconductor-shell heterostructures, 2À4 metal-tipped semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs), 5À15 organically and nonepitaxially 2,16À18 coupled metalÀsemiconductor composites, and metal cages grown onto semiconductor quantum dots. 19, 20 Most of these structures have shown promise for the conversion of energy on the nanoscale, with potential applications in areas of photovoltaics and solar fuel production, 21À26 lasers, 27 light-emitting diodes, 28 biosensing, 29 and Schottky detectors. 30 The exchange of the excitation energy in metalÀsemiconductor nanostructures occurs through two major pathways. One of these processes is the transfer of photoinduced charges from the semiconductor (S) to the metal (M) domain, which results in the dissociation of S excitons. In this case, the quantum confinement of electrical charges in the S domain could be used to controllably tune the driving force at S/M interfaces, potentially leading to enhanced transfer rates. As a result, MÀS nanocomposites featuring fast photoinduced charge transfer and long excited state lifetimes are often explored toward photocatalytic applications, such as H 2 generation. 24 The other mechanism of energy exchange in MÀS nanostructures is the interaction between semiconductor excitons and surface plasmons of the M counterpart, which results from the modification of the exciton dipole moment due to local electromagnetic modes of plasmons. 31À33 This interaction is likewise enabled by the quantum confinement of electrical charges and has a unique effect on optoelectronic properties of a composite MÀS system. In particular, the excited energy of S and M domains can be efficiently shared though the mechanisms of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET), Rabi oscillations, or radiative dipoleÀdipole interaction. Owing to these benefits, excitonÀplasmon interactions in MÀS nanostructures have been actively explored toward the enhancement of S radiative rates, 34, 35 for light-emitting device applications 22,23,36À42 or for increasing the absorption cross section in photovoltaic materials. 21, 43 It would seem that the two main processes of energy exchange in MÀS nanocomposites can be readily controlled by adjusting the structural morphology of incorporated domains. However, a number of recent studies have reported rather unusual dynamics of ultrafast energy relaxation in these systems. 44À48 In particular, the decay of photoinduced charges in MÀS nanocomposites had been argued to primarily mirror the structure of the interfacial region and not the excited state dynamics of isolated M and S domains. 44 A possible explanation of these results is related to the fact that when the size of MÀS nanocomposites falls below the quantum confinement lengths, the interface between the two materials starts to play an important and sometimes defining role. For these materials, interfacial regions occupy a large volume fraction, where the material composition can become markedly different from that of original S and M phases. A characteristic example illustrating such behavior is provided by the recently observed suppression of plasmon and exciton features in Au/CdS matchstickshaped nanocomposites, grown by means of the oleylamine-mediated reduction of Au salt on the surface of CdS nanorods. 44 The reported changes in the electron dynamics of CdS and Au domains were found to be consistent with the formation of interfacial defect states, which capture photoinduced charges. In particular, the trapped charges manifest themselves through the onset of the photoinduced absorption and simultaneous reduction in the amplitude of both plasmon and exciton absorption features. One of the possible strategies to avoid the formation of such interfacial states relies on using stress-mediating spacer molecules at the junction of the S and M components. While this approach preserves the quantum features of isolated domains, its benefits come at a high cost of weakening the excitonÀplasmon coupling, as molecular spacers substantially increase the interparticle distance.
Recently, a new synthetic strategy was developed for curbing the formation of interfacial defects in chemically grown MÀS nanocomposites. 2 The reported technique employed a cation exchange reaction in metal nanoparticles to convert a fraction of the M lattice into a semiconductor phase. In contrast to previously developed MÀS growth strategies, the aforementioned approach gives rise to nonepitaxial associations at the interfaces of M and S components, which enables direct coupling of unstrained Au and CdS domains through a core/shell morphology (see Figure 1 , right panel). Owing to the reduced probability of strain-related interfacial defects, the resulting nanocomposites represent a suitable model system for studying excitonÀplasmon interactions in a closecoupling regime. It is expected that once the energy relaxation in the MÀS system is not dominated by defect carrier trapping, it can potentially exhibit correlated energy exchange between M and S domains.
Here, we employ ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy to probe the nature of excitonÀplasmon dynamics in nonepitaxial Au/CdS core/shell heteronanocrystals. The hybrid interface of metal and semiconductor domains in these structures was designed to prevent an excessive lattice strain. As a result, the rate of carrier trapping on defect sites was found to be substantially reduced (lifetime, τ ≈ 300 ps) in comparison with that of Au/CdS heterostructures grown via a conventional, Au-salt reduction approach (τ < 0.02 ps). 49 It is hypothesized that unusually long lifetimes of excitons in nonepitaxial Au/CdS NCs can be Figure 1 . The left panel illustrates the structure of Au/CdS matchstick nanostructures grown via the reduction of Au salt on semiconductor nanorod facets. Depending on the specifics of the synthesis, the resulting composites may acquire a large density of interfacial defects, which leads to the suppression of exciton and plasmon features 44 (as indicated in ultrafast transient absorption spectra). The right panel shows the Au/CdS core/shell morphology fabricated using the cation exchange strategy. These materials are expected to show fewer interfacial defects, which suppresses defect trapping, potentially increasing the portion of the absorbed energy that is being shared between the two materials.
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attributed to the existence of a significant potential barrier at the boundary of Au and CdS phases, which prevents a "backward" flow of charges into the metal domain.
The observed suppression of carrier trapping in nonepitaxial Au/CdS nanocomposites has several important implications to the development of hybrid nanoscale systems. First, a direct coupling of metal and semiconductor domains is likely to promote ex-citonÀplasmon interactions without unwanted side reactions of charge transfer and defect-localized energy dissipation. A remarkably long lifetime of excitons in the semiconductor shell is also beneficial to catalytic applications of these materials, as the photoinduced charges remain excited long enough to be dissociated at the surface/catalyst interface. Second, in the demonstrated core/shell geometry, the semiconductor domain remains open for the surface functionalization. This allows for the excitation energy absorbed by plasmon oscillations of a M counterpart to be transferred to an appropriate surface moiety. Finally, the observation of reduced carrier trapping in nonepitaxial Au/CdS systems implies that optical excitations result in fewer thermal losses than in the case of reductiongrown MÀS nanocomposites where the number of interface-coupled decay channels is greater.
RESULTS AND DISCISSION
The synthesis of nonepitaxial Au/CdS core/shell heteronanocrystals was accomplished using a cation exchange approach (see Methods section for details). Earlier reports of this synthetic strategy utilizing aqueous surfactants 2 provided an adequate control of the core/shell morphology but suffered from the complexity of multiple steps involved in the 24À48 h procedure. In the present study, the synthesis of Au/CdS nanoparticles was simplified through the use of oleylamine as the primary surfactant for each synthetic step, which allowed reducing the overall growth time down to 2 h.
According to the scheme in Figure 2 , the synthesis of Au/CdS core/shell NCs involves four main steps: 2 (1) growth of 6À16 nm Au nanocrystals, (2) overcoating of Au dots with a Ag metal shell which exhibits soft Lewis acidity, (3) conversion of a Ag layer into an amorphous Ag 2 S silver compound, which in the final step (4) undergoes a cation exchange reaction to form a CdS shell, thus completing the growth of the Au/CdS core/ shell nanocomposite. Unlike previously reported protocols, 2, 16 Au nanocrystals were grown by thermal decomposition of the gold salt in oleylamine, which leads to the formation of nearly monodisperse nanoparticles exhibiting a plasmon resonance around λ = 525 nm. The key benefit of this approach lies in the surface functionalization of Au nanocrystals with OLAM molecules, which is a suitable surface ligand for the subsequent deposition of the Ag shell. The latter was deposited via the thermal reduction of AgNO 3 on Au surfaces using oleylamine as both the reaction solvent and the capping agent. 48 Dropwise addition of the silver precursor was essential for suppressing the formation of isolated Ag nanoparticles at this stage, as detailed in the experimental section. The morphology of an intermediate Au/Ag core/shell heterostructure was substantiated based on steady-state optical measurements and transmission electron microscopy analysis. According to Figure 3k ,l, the addition of Ag precursor results in the gradual blue-shift of the Au plasmon peak from its original position at λ = 525 nm toward the plasmon resonance of a Ag nanoparticle at λ = 415 nm, indicating the formation of the silver shell. The shift of the plasmon resonance was sometimes accompanied by the onset of a sharp absorption peak at λ = 415 nm in the growth solution of Au/Ag nanocrystals (high energy peak in Figure 3l ). This feature reflects the presence of isolated Ag nanoparticles in solution, which can be removed through size-selective precipitation.
TEM images of Au/Ag nanocrystals in Figure 3b ,g confirm the formation of a uniform silver layer on the surface of Au. The use of low temperatures during growth has been reported to effectively prevent the formation of an Au/Ag alloy, which tends to form when the reaction mixture is heated to about 250°C. 48 The core/shell morphology of fabricated nanoparticles can be seen in a characteristic high-resolution TEM image ( Figure 3g ). Isolated Ag nanoparticles forming during the shell growth step were removed using sizeselective precipitation. Following the growth of the Ag shell, the silver layer was converted into a Ag 2 S compound by reacting an oleylamine solution of nanoparticles with sulfur at room temperature. In this case, the ARTICLE changes in the shell composition were accompanied by the gradual red-shift of the plasmon resonance from 485 to 630 nm, as expected from Mie theory 50 due to screening of the Au domain by a high-epsilon Ag 2 S layer.
In the final step of the growth sequence, the Ag 2 S shell was converted into a crystalline CdS layer by means of the 2Ag þ f Cd 2þ cation exchange reaction (see step 4 in Figure 2 ). According to high-resolution TEM images in Figure 3j ,i, and Figure SF1b , the arrangement of Au and CdS domains in resulting Au/CdS heteronanocrystals was consistent with core/shell morphology. A uniform, nonsegmented, placement of the shell material around the core indicates the existence of a minimal lattice strain between the two dissimilar domains. The growth of the CdS shell was accompanied by the onset of weak absorbance feature around 460 nm, corresponding to ground state transitions (1S 3/2 h f 1Se) in the semiconductor domain, and the simultaneous blue-shift of the plasmon resonance from λ = 630 to λ = 590 nm due to changes in the surrounding dielectric constant. The presence of both Au and CdS domains in a core/shell structure was likewise confirmed through the observation of characteristic Bragg peak in X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements (see Figure SF1a ). Overall, the shapes of Au/CdS nanoparticles were fairly uniform with a standard size deviation of 9.2% and contained less than 3% of CdS impurities (<8% for small-Au samples).
The ultrafast dynamics of photoinduced charges in nonepitaxial Au/CdS heteronanocrystals was ARTICLE investigated using femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. To get a better understanding of energy exchange processes in a core/shell structure, we first examined the dynamics of carriers in isolated Au and CdS nanocrystals. For this purpose, hexane solutions of ≈6-nm gold and 5.2-nm CdS nanoparticles were prepared using standard protocols. 12 The chirp-corrected transient absorption (TA) spectra (Figure 4b) , resulting from the excitation of isolated CdS nanocrystals with 90-fs laser pulses (λ exc = 400 nm) shows an expected bleach (a negative ΔA region) at λ = 460 nm, corresponding to the ground state 1S(e)À1S 3/2 (h) transitions in these dots. Spectral distortions of TA traces associated with the Stark effect 51 were not observed in the present measurements due to fairly low excitation intensities, which corresponded to the linear power dependence regime. A negligible contribution of the Stark effect into the observed bleach dynamics was likewise consistent with the lack of a positive TA signal at early probe times (τ < 1 ps). In the absence of the Au domain, the recovery of 1S(e)1S 3/2 (h) bleach in CdS is driven primarily by the slow processes of radiative decay and carrier trapping on nanoparticle surfaces. Previous works 52 have demonstrated that the TA bleach of 1S(e)À1S 3/2 (h) transitions in CdS is dominated by photoinduced electrons, as expected due to comparatively low effective masses of these carriers in bulk CdS 53, 54 and high degeneracy of hole states in CdS NCs. Consequently, the slow (τ > 2 ns) bleach recovery in isolated CdS NCs was attributed to the decay of 1S electrons via processes of recombination and trapping. The observed decay times were consistent with those of previous TA measurements of carrier dynamics in isolated CdS nanorods. 55 The transient absorption spectra of isolated Au nanoparticles (λ exc = 400 nm, 0.09 μJ/pulse) shows a pronounced bleach in the spectral window of the plasmon resonance (λ ≈ 530 nm, Figure 4c ). This TA feature is characteristic of isolated Au nanoparticles and has been previously attributed to the excitationinduced broadening of the plasmon peak, which causes the TA spectra to form a characteristic "dip" at the plasmon wavelength sandwiched by the two positive "wings". 56, 57 Such excitation-induced broadening of the plasmon absorbance in Au nanoparticles has been attributed to both dipolar 58 (Mie theory) as well as nondipolar contributions into plasma oscillations (e.g., quadrupole). 55 It is generally accepted that plasmons in metal nanoparticles undergo a threestep relaxation, which includes femtosecond-scale electronÀelectron scattering and plasmon dephasing, 1À10 ps electronÀphonon energy dissipation, 59 and a slower, >100 ps, energy transfer to the local environment. 60, 61 On the basis of the observed time scale of bleach recovery in isolated Au dots, we conclude that hot electrons created by dephasing of plasmons tend to decay through interactions with phonons in these nanoparticles. Furthermore, the double exponential character of the observed relaxation (see Figure SF1 ) suggests that other relaxation processes exceeding the time scale of electronÀphonon interaction, such as the transfer of energy to the surrounding environment, may contribute to the short-time decay in ligandpassivated Au nanoparticles.
The dynamics of excitonÀplasmon interactions in domain-coupled Au/CdS heteronanocrystals is examined next. We start our analysis by recalling the results of several recent studies on the ultrafast carrier dynamics in epitaxially grown Au/CdS nanocomposites. These structures are fabricated via a chemical reduction of Au salt on tips of CdS nanorods using either oleylamine 12 or dodecyldimethylammonium bromide 
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(DDAB) 62 reducing agents. Our own study 44 performed on OLAM-capped Au/CdS heterostructures showed a pronounced suppression of the plasmon resonance accompanied by the onset of an enhanced photoinduced absorption feature (positive ΔA). These were attributed to strong coupling of interfacial trap states to electronic wave functions in both M and S domains. Some evidence of the photoinduced absorption along with the reduced amplitude of the plasmon bleach was also seen in a recent TA investigation of Au/PbS nanoparticles. 46 However, in another TA-based study 49 of DDAB-reduced Au/CdS matchstick heterostructures, both plasmon (Au) and exciton (CdS) features were detectable, but very short-lived (τ exciton ≈ 20 fs). These results were corroborated by a few other reports of TA dynamics in M/S heterostructures 45, 47 which reported some level of interfacial coupling effect on the ultrafast carrier decay but have not seen any definitive signature of the plasmon suppression. In light of these results, we have re-examined the dynamics of epitaxially coupled Au/CdS "nanobarbell" composites using a TA spectroscopy approach. The results of present experiments (see Figure SF3 ) were found to be in a good agreement with the previous measurements, confirming the suppression of plasmon and exciton features in respective M and S domains. We believe that the origin of the discrepancy in the TA dynamics of seemingly equivalent MÀS systems is related to the difference in the morphologies of Au/CdS interfaces that result from dissimilar growth techniques. In particular, the density of interfacial defects might be the key parameter responsible for the "MÀS coupling effect" and the associated premature depletion of the excitation energy through side reactions. If this is the case, nonepitaxial composites of Au and CdS materials fabricated via a cation-exchange growth strategy should provide a proper model system for testing this hypothesis. Figure 4 summarizes the TA dynamics of nonepitaxial Au/CdS heteronanocrystals, featuring a small Au core (d ≈ 6.2 nm) and 4.5-nm CdS shell. The early time spectra, presented in the top portion of the figure, shows two pronounced bleach areas at λ = 575 and λ = 470 nm, which correspond to plasmon and exciton features in Au and CdS domains, respectively. Spectral profiles of these excitations appear to be similar to those of isolated Au (Figure 4c ) and CdS domains (Figure 4b) , indicating that nonlinear distortion of the TA spectra due to MÀS coupling is diminished compared to the case of reduction-grown Au/CdS nanocrystals ( Figure SF3 ). 44 Both exciton and plasmon bleach regions persist into the long-time TA spectra (Figure 4a , lower panel) exhibiting decay half-lives of 300 and 0.7 ps, respectively.
The TA dynamics of Au/CdS core/shell nanocomposites shows several important trends. First, the broadband photoinduced absorption in these structures appears to be much weaker than in the case of epitaxially grown Au/CdS nanobarbells ( Figure SF3a ). The suppressed photoinduced absorption amplitude in core/shell nanostructures provides indirect evidence that trapping of photoinduced charges in interfacial states is no longer the dominant process of carrier decay. Indeed, if the density of interfacial states was comparable or greater than that of zero-angular momentum excited states, filling of traps by hot electrons would have been reflected in the early time spectra as a broad-band positive TA signal. However, this is not the case for core/shell structures, where the τ = 0.5À5 ps time window is dominated by two negative bleach regions. The second unique trend observed for Au/CdS core/shell structures is the unsuppressed plasmon resonance in 6.2-nm gold domains, which are small enough to show suppression in reduction-grown Au/CdS nanobarbells. 44 This behavior is likewise consistent with the low density of interfacial traps.
While charge scattering on interfacial defects appears to be minimal for Au/CdS core/shell NCs, the observed kinetic traces of bleach recovery are markedly different from those of isolated Au and CdS domains. The comparison of kinetic curves in Figure 5 reveals that the CdS bleach recovers faster when 
coupled to the Au domain. In light of the fact that the primary contribution into the TA bleach of CdS is due to filling of electronic states in the conduction band, we conclude that CdSÀAu coupling in core/shell nanoparticles promotes a 300-ps transfer of photoinduced charges from the 1S state of CdS to unoccupied levels of Au, as illustrated in Figure 6 . The energy transfer from the CdS shell to a Au core is also possible, however, a recent study 48 has found that the contribution of this process in semiconductor-metal heteronanocrystals is comparatively small. Therefore, the charge transfer to metal is believed to be the primary mechanism of exciton decay. It should be noted that the photoinduced electrons in CdS shell can likewise be transferred to defect states at the Au/CdS interface, which would result in the dissociation of an exciton and the ensuing recovery of a TA bleach. The relative contribution of this process, however, cannot be evaluated in this study.
Another important trend revealed by the comparison of kinetic traces in Figure 5 is the accelerated recovery of the plasmon resonance in the Au domain caused by the presence of the CdS shell. The direct transfer of excited charges from the Au domains into the CdS shell is intrinsically inefficient due to the low-energy character of plasma oscillations in metals (see Figure 6 ). However, there are several other decay processes that can contribute to the enhanced relaxation rate of excited electrons in the metal core. One likely mechanism is the cooling of hot electrons in Au through interactions with the phonons of the CdS lattice. This type of electronÀphonon energy exchange would result in heating of the semiconductor shell, and therefore will not affect the TA dynamics of CdS excitons. The typical time scale for such electronÀ phonon assisted decay is in the several picoseconds range, which falls within the confines of the observed decay time window. The other mechanism which can explain the accelerated decay of plasmons in Au domains is the relaxation of hot carrier population via the energy transfer to the external environment. While the direct transfer of plasmon energy (≈2.1 eV) to band gap excitons (≈2.7 eV) is not energetically accessible, hot carriers in the Au domain could still relax through the generation of excited pairs at defect states of the interfacial region as well as the CdS lattice. Furthermore, the decay of hot electrons in the metal core appears to be correlated with the delayed rise of CdS bleach (see Figure 5a , τ ≈ 2.5 ps), which may indicate the metal-to-semiconductor energy transfer. Further studies focusing on the nature of such energy exchange, especially under resonant excitation conditions will be needed to confirm this claim. We note that to evaluate the contribution from excitons in Au/CdS core/shell nanoparticles, the contribution from Au domains was excluded. To this end, the positive TA contribution originating from hot carriers in Au was fitted and subtracted from the signal. The residual negative bleach corresponding to the ground state exciton in CdS was then integrated over the 440À500 nm range.
It should be stressed that the most significant outcome of present measurements is the observation of reduced carrier trapping on interfacial states of nonepitaxial Au/CdS nanocomposites. As illustrated in Figure 6 , a photoinduced charge transfer from CdS into interfacial trap states or the electron levels of Au takes 300 ps, several orders of magnitude longer than in reduction-grown Au/CdS heteronanocrystals. This provides indirect evidence of two important structural features that define the carrier dynamics in nonepitaxial core/shell nanocrystals: (i) the density of interfacial defects is relatively small corresponding to the trapping rate of no greater than Γ < 1/300 ps, and (ii) Au and CdS domains are separated by a potential barrier, which reduces the rate of otherwise energetically favorable CdS-to-Au charge transfer.
CONCLUSIONS
Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy was used to investigate the nature of excited state dynamics in Au/CdS core/shell nanocomposites. These nanostructures were fabricated via a multistep cation exchange reaction, which decouples metal and semiconductor phases, thereby suppressing the formation of interfacial defects. Our measurements indicate that the ultrafast energy redistribution across Au/CdS nanocomposites benefits from the nonepitaxial nature of Au/CdS interfaces in several ways. First, energy losses on defects are significantly reduced compared to reduction-grown metalÀsemiconductor nanostructures. The suppression of defect scattering is an important step as it allows for the metal-to-semiconductor energy transfer to unfold before impurity-localized quenching of excitons can occur. As a result, the energy of the Au core can be transferred to a semiconductor ARTICLE counterpart, potentially enhancing its catalytic or photovoltaic activity. Second, we demonstrate that dissociation of CdS excitons due to charge transfer into Au domain is relatively slow, which points toward the existence of a potential barrier at the Au/CdS interface. This property should likewise favor the catalytic function of the semiconductor component, as it extends the exciton lifetime, increasing the probability of charge transfer into a surface-appended catalyst.
METHODS
Materials. Acetone (ACS, Amresco), silver nitrate (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), gold(III) chloride (99%, Acros Organics), cadmium nitrate tetrahydrate (99.999%, Aldrich), oleylamine (tech., 70%), sulfur (99.999%, Acros), tributylphosphine (TBP) (97%, Aldrich), methanol (anhydrous, 99.8%, Aldrich), ethanol (anhydrous, 95%, Aldrich), and toluene (anhydrous, 99.8%, Aldrich) were used as purchased. All reactions were performed under argon atmosphere using the standard air free Schlenk technique unless otherwise stated. The centrifuge used for precipitation operated at 7200 rpm.
Synthesis of Oleylamine-Capped Au Nanocrystals (NCs). Au NCs were synthesized using a one-pot procedure developed in our group. 12 In a typical synthesis, 0.011 g of AuCl 3 was placed in a one-neck flask and dissolved in 3 mL of oleylamine by 10À15 min of sonication. This reaction mixture was orange in color when the Au salt was dissolved in oleylamine, indicating a formation of AuÀoleate complexes. While stirring, the temperature of this reaction solution was raised to and maintained at 100°C for 30 min. During this time, the color of the reaction mixture changed from orange to deep purple. After 30 min of heating, the solution was cooled to room temperature. The reaction mixture was transferred to 2 centrifuge tubes. An excess of ethanol was added to these tubes, which were then centrifuged for 3 min. The clear supernatant was poured off. The Au NCs that had precipitated were dissolved in 6 mL toluene. These NCs were then precipitated a second time with the addition of an excess of ethanol and subsequent centrifugation. The final precipitate was suspended in 4 mL toluene.
Synthesis of Oleylamine-Capped Au/Ag Core/Shell NCs. Ag shells were grown using a procedure inspired by Shore et al. 63 In a typical synthesis, Au NCs from the previous step were injected into a one-neck flask, along with 5 mL oleylamine. The temperature of the Au NC/oleylamine solution was raised to and maintained at 120°C while stirring. Separately, a 1.05 Â 10 À2 M solution of AgNO 3 in deionized water was prepared by sonication. When all toluene had evaporated from the reaction flask, either 0.1 or 0.2 mL of the AgNO 3 precursor was injected dropwise into the flask of Au NCs. Each addition of cold water to the reaction mixture and the water's subsequent evaporation would cool the reaction mixture by 10À15°C. The temperature of the mixture was allowed to reach 120°C again and then allowed to react for 10 min. Care was taken to control the concentration of Ag þ ions in the reaction mixture, as a high concentration of Ag þ would result in isolated Ag nanoparticle nucleation.
Increasing thickness of Ag shells on Au NCs could be tracked by monitoring the nanoparticles' localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak absorption feature. When using all Au NCs from the previous step, an addition of 0.5 mL (in increments of no more than 0.2 mL per 10 min) of the AgNO 3 solution would yield a 15À20 nm blue-shift of the LSPR peak (to about 495À500 nm), whereas adding a total of 0.9 mL of the AgNO 3 precursor would result in a 40 nm blue-shift to 475 nm. TEM imaging has shown that Au/Ag NCs with a LSPR peak of 485 nm have a shell thickness of ∼3.5 nm.
After the desired LSPR peak shift was attained, the reaction solution was cooled to room temperature. Excess ethanol was added to the solution, which was then centrifuged. The precipitate was then suspended in ∼4 mL of toluene. If only one LSPR peak was observed in the absorbance profile during the shell growth process, the precipitate was stored. If a second LSPR peak at λ = 415 nm was observed during shell growth, which is indicative of isolated Ag NCs present in the solution, a size selective precipitation procedure was performed to separate the two species of NCs. To this end, ethanol was added to the solution of NCs in increments of 1 mL. After every addition of ethanol, the increasingly polar solution was centrifuged. When some precipitate was observed, a sample was taken from the supernatant. An absorption profile was taken from this sample. If the section of the absorption profile between 400 and 600 nm featured an asymmetric LSPR peak or multiple peaks, another increment of ethanol would be added to the supernatant and the solution was centrifuged again. If a symmetric LSPR peak was observed at ∼415 nm, then it was assumed that the majority of the NCs in the supernatant were isolated Ag NCs, as opposed to Au/Ag core/shell NCs. In this case, the supernatant was discarded and the precipitate was dissolved in 4 mL toluene. An absorption profile was generated from a sample of this refined NC solution.
Conversion of Au/Ag to Au/Ag 2 S Core/Shell NCs. The following step was adapted from the techniques reported by Zang et al. 2 First, a 1.22 Â 10 À6 M sulfur/oleylamine soluiton was prepared by sonication under argon. Concurrently, the Au/Ag NCs from the previous procedure were injected into a one-neck flask. The sulfur precursor was added in 0.2 mL increments to the solution of Au/Ag core/shell NCs, which were under argon and being vigorously stirred, and then left to react for 10 min. After 10 min, a sample was taken for spectral analysis. Sulfur was added in this way until the LSPR absorption peak had red-shifted to ∼630 nm. The NCs were then cleaned once by adding 10 mL ethanol to the reaction solution and centrifugating the solution. Under argon, the precipitated NCs were then suspended in 4 mL of toluene.
Conversion of Au/Ag 2 S to Au/CdS. The following step was adapted from the techniques reported by Zang et al. 2 In a one neck flask, 0.05 g of Cd(NO 3 ) 2 was added to 1.0 mL of methanol and sonicated for 20 min. Separately, the Au/Ag 2 S NCs from the previous step in the synthesis were injected into a flask under argon. After sonication, the Cd(NO 3 ) 2 solution and 0.1 mL of TBP were injected into the Au/Ag 2 S . The temperature of the reaction mixture was raised to, and maintained at, 50°C for 45 min under vigorous stirring. The contents of the flask were then cooled to room temperature. Ten milliliters of methanol was added to the reaction mixture, which was subsequently centrifuged. The precipitate was then dissolved and stored in toluene, with a few drops of oleylamine added to the final solution of NCs for colloidal stability.
Characterization. UVÀvis absorption and photoluminescence spectra were recorded using a CARY 50 scan spectrophotometer and a Jobin Yvon Fluorolog FL3À11 fluorescence spectrophotometer. High resolution transmission electron microscopy measurements were carried out using JEOL 311UHR operated at 300 kV. Specimens were prepared by depositing a drop of nanoparticle solution in organic solvent onto a carboncoated copper grid and allowing it to dry in air. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out on a Scintag XDS-2000 X-ray powder diffractometer. FL lifetime measurements were performed using a time-correlated single photon counting setup utilizing SPC-630 single-photon counting PCI card (Becker & Hickle GmbH), picosecond diode laser operating at 400 nm, as an excitation source (Picoquant), and an id50 avalanche photodiode (Quantique).
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. The laser system for transient absorption measurements was described in earlier reports. 64 The setup was based on a Ti:sapphire amplified laser system (Hurricane, Spectra Physics) operating at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and delivering 800-nm 90-fs laser pulses. The laser output ARTICLE was split into two components: one was directed to the TOPAS-C optical parametric amplifier to produce excitation pulses, and the second was focused onto a CaF2 plate to generate a whitelight-continuum for broad-band probe pulses (350À800 nm). All transient absorption data were corrected for the group velocity dispersion of the white-light continuum with an accuracy (25 fs by using the nonresonant ΔA signals from the neat solvent. The incident excitation pulse was attenuated before the sample position using appropriate neutral density filters to ensure the absence of solvent contribution due to nonlinear pump absorption at time delays equal to or longer than Δτ = 100 fs. Overall, solvent and flow cell windows contributions were found to be negligibly small compared to nanoparticle signals. Linearity of the ΔA was verified by plotting the integrated bleach signal versus excitation pulse energy (400 nm pump, 0.09À1 μJ range).
